Bee-utiful Supply List
I just love seeing beautiful blooming flowers in the spring and summer. At least in my
area that is the only time we see them in bloom. But now you can see them year round with this
easy to make 13 ½” x 16” wall quilt. You will be thrilled with your smooth curves, sharp points
and perfect circles as you begin to hand appliqué on this wonderful little project.

Pattern plus other items fee: $20.00
SUPPLIES
*Fabric scissors
Paper scissors
*Small pins to position appliqué
*Fabric markers to trace around templates on back of fabric
Pencil
*Package of Perfect Circles®
*Package of Perfect Ovals®
Black permanent fabric marker for bee bodies-fine point Pigma recommended
Emery board
Sandpaper-optional
Tape
Rotary cutter, board and ruler
Iron

(*Items marked with an asterisk are available for purchase in class at a discounted price.)
FABRIC
100% cotton recommended for best results
11” square to allow bias cuts for stems
See directions below for sky and grass fabric
6” x 6”-orange for sun, flower circle.
1 ½” x 8”-yellow for bee wings
1 ½” x 4-yellow for bee bodies
Variety of reds for berries and flower petals to total approximately 9” x 5”
Four shades of purple/blues for flower petals-each approximately 8” x 7”
Variety of green for leaves to total about the size of one fat quarter. Make sure the greens you
select for your leaves contrasts with the green you select for your grass base fabric.
Some medium and some light shades would work well if your grass is darker.
A small amount of embroidery thread was used on this project. We will not sew this during class
but it will be discussed. It is optional.
We will need several sewing machines for some straight line sewing to make the stems. If you
are attending the workshop with a friend plan to share a machine. We will only need it for a short
time. Those bringing a machine should also bring a top or edge-stitching or zipper foot for
their machine. I recommend you bring all your feet and we will see which one works the best.
Different machines have different options.
I will be providing one of my favorite needles and the use of my favorite appliqué threads .

Grass fabric size 16” x 4 ½”. Sky fabric 16” x 15”.
Sew your grass fabric and sky fabric together prior to class.
Bee sure to see page two for a photo.
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